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WELCOME TO THE
TRAVER’S WORLD
Was founded in 2006 and provides Traver Trabalhos Verticais
innovative solutions that value on all the work that he
performs add. Using the best materials and the equipment
on the market, we are pioneers in various areas of expertise
in working at heights, with a significant increase in the safety
of our employees.
We invest heavily in training, and we believe this. The basis
for a solid company with their feet on the ground So we have
a team of highly qualified professionals who work closely and
commitment to our customers.
We aim to bring solutions, innovations in the international
market with the Traveri9 project, for the gross, commercial and
industrial maintenance. We use the most advanced system
for lifting people in the world, STEP (System of Translation and
elevation of the human being).
STEP by Vertequip company has won numerous international
awards for safety and productivity. With this equipment
Traver can reduce costs and increase the productivity of their
employees, which will result in a better budget for your reality.
If you carry out maintenance, cleaning or restoration need,
please contact us!

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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CEO Message
Traver is a solid company, which over the years has
won the trust and respect of our customers for our way
of working in the building, industrial and residential
renovation and maintenance market. This allowed
us, in a gradual and sustainable growth, and is now a
leading company in the domestic market.
We are sure that you due to our ability to create a strong
culture of desire for change, dynamism and leadership
is to cultivate part of our success. But our vision goes
beyond our roots ambition and more. Therefore,
internationalization is always one of our goals, and we
already have some victories in this regard.
In the near future we want as an organization that
creates value in all areas it operates, whether it be
recognized by its modernity, creativity, innovation
ability to implement and operate.
Where we operate, we are recognized as a company
that works on trust. We respect those who work with
us are employees or customers, and we want to create
a more prosperous, equitable, ethical and sustainable
values and strong wish to contribute contribute to a
better world.
Evaluating our history over these 10 years, we can
only think that we have on the right path, the value in
everything we do and keep our focus on what value
the human being.
Manoel Júnior
Chief Executive Officer
TRAVER PORTUGAL
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About
Ourselves

LUÍS MORAIS

CBO (Chief Business Officer)

luismorais@traver.pt

(+351) 910 916 171

With over 35 years of experience in national
and international companies, he started
his professional career in Ytong (German
company).
Five years ago, in a prominent location in
Traver Portugal, as Commercial Director and
responsible for the realization of growth
strategies and quality for the Portuguese
market.
TRAVER PORTUGAL

ROSE COSTA

ANA MOTTA

Degree
in
International
Business
Administration for technical and official
accounts of the Federal University of
Paraná, has developed projects in several
companies in the last 10 years.

Studies of civil engineering at the Catholic
University of Rio de Janeiro and in law at
the Catholic universities of Recife, playing
management features, developed and
performed reference projects in the history
of several other Brazilian companies.

CFO (Chief Financial Officer)
rose.costa@traver.pt
(+351) - 910 421 716

In 2010, taking the lead in the field of
management of Traver - Vertical work, being
responsible for the quality and certification.

CE (Chief Engineer)
ana.motta@traver.pt
(+351) - 936 155 923

Currently took over the management of
Traver design department.
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Our Best
Services

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE
The preventive and periodic maintenance
in industries is a process that requires
attention and enormous knowledge who
performs them. To better understand how
to perform the maintenance in silos, steel
structures, etc. It must know how occur the
deterioration problems of materials and
how to avoid them.
Traver is a company accustomed to the
conduct this type of work, having a wide
range of solutions and a team of qualified
professionals.

TRAVER PORTUGAL

CLEANING AND POLISH FLOORS AND
STONES

ARCHITECTURE PROJECTS

The rehabilitation of stone floors (marble
and granite) and Terrazo (cement or epoxy)
is one of our specialties. With American
know-how, we return to “life” and recover
the most worn surfaces.

Developed architecture projects and help in
choosing the most appropriate and modern
materials for its construction. We combine
the experience of our team with the most
advanced CAD programs to find solutions
tailored to your Necessity.

Learn about our service “STONECARE” and
deposited in the hands of an experienced
and highly qualified team the confidence to
solve the most demanding challenges.

To present the best solution we need to
perform a study of the characteristics of the
terrain and the weather conditions that the
site is subject.
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LAND REHABILITATION
The TRAVER BRAZIL is a company
Construction and Rehabilitation of Buildings,
Public Works and Engineering.
Incorporated in 2012, our company has
extensive and solid experience in the
rehabilitation of public buildings, industrial,
commercial, residential, and others.
Over the years we have restored hundreds
of buildings in different countries, finding
practical solutions and financially feasible
for our customers.

TRAVER PORTUGAL

CLEANING AND GLASS FACADES
MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE AND SURVEYS IN WIND
TOWERS

Modern buildings are increasingly using
glasses and difficult access to perform their
maintenance.

The wind towers are increasingly common
elements in the summits of our landscapes.

Our system allows an environmentally
friendly washing without any chemical.
Our system transforms street water into
demineralized pure water.
This technology allows to keep the windows
clean for much longer thanks to their
anti-static power, which prevents dust
dispersed in the air.

The Traver provides this area with quality
services, safely and quickly, either in
assembling the structure itself, whether
in maintenance required due to normal
wear of the structures as well as the need
to replace or upgrade existing equipment,
periodic inspections etc ....
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Our
Experiences

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE
The industrial maintenance is a service
that brings together a number of essential
activities for any industry, causing people
are needed with specific training.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE
Building Maintenance is the branch of
engineering focused on conservation,
operation, automation and safety of
residential and commercial buildings.

TRAVER PORTUGAL

S.T.E.P. SALE
The STEP system was created with the
goal of developing parts and equipment
for the markets of construction, industry,
renewable energy and services and
maintenance for vertical structures

CLEANING SPECIALIZED
The Traver has a team specialized in cleaning
services to meet condominiums, industries,
commerce, schools, hospitals, banks,
shopping malls, supermarkets, hotels,
offices, etc.
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EPI AND EQUIPMENT SALES
IPE sales area represent leading companies
in the national and international scene,
selling certified equipment and normalized
recognized global brands.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION
The Vocational Training Centre TRAVER
brings a completely new concept for training
professionals, using routine of their day to
day work at a height.
TRAVER PORTUGAL

PHOTOS THERMAL
Thermal cameras are used to perform
complete and accurate inspections in any
environment, day or night, and realize
images in the range of infrared radiation.

TECHNICAL REPORTS
TRAVER has the technical expertise and
operational resources necessary to carry
out technical reports of project and
infrastructure, collaborating with the
observation problems or finding solutions.
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Core Team
members

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Alex Ribeiro

Marcelo Campos

Monica Nogueira

Anderson Silva

Director of Operations

Operational

Commercial manager

Engineer

Gemerson Teles

Rosimar de Oliveira

Paulo Oliveira

Anderson Silva

Team Leader

Team Leader

Team Leader

Team Leader

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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OUR HISTORY

WORKS CURRICULUM

aqueduto das águas

The Traver began its activities in February 2006. It emerged from
the need to do something that had never been done before, to
carry out work at height quickly and safely.
In 2006 we performed 6 jobs over 10 months of existence. We were
the only company with ropes we passed the most demanding level
of security to perform work at the Hospital da Luz (largest private
hospital in the Iberian Peninsula).
In 2007, we ran 9 works and were invited by Jones Lang LaSalle to
perform exterior rehabilitation of the Zenith in Arquiparque.
In 2008, we doubled the number of works for 20 works, one of
the recovery of the masonry facade in one of the most emblematic
buildings of Lisbon, The Viscount Valmor.
In 2009 we continued to grow and we performed 42 works. This
year we were invited to be responsible for the newly opened
Ministry of Justice, the Expo Park.
In 2010, we continued to grow and we performed 76 works. One
huge condominium Terraces of Miraflores and the Aqueduct of
Águas Livres de Lisboa.
In 2011 reached a staggering 97 works of which the Hotel Inspira
with serious infiltration problems.
Today with more than 300 works in our curriculum, we are proud
to be one of the reference companies in the work at height in
Portugal. We are present in 3 continents, with strong presence
in Brazil, where our affiliate Traver Brazil in Recife has a solid and
steady growth.
The future? For us the future is everything we do in the present is
the sum of all our actions, all our effort.

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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guas livres - Lisboa

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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jcpm

Internacional
Trade Center

veranÓpolis

jopin

TRAVER PORTUGAL

GOLDEN BEACH

EAS

D PEDRO II
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acácia
prince

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Current
Project
EAS

Cyrela - Le Park

tacaruna

tacaruna
TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Current
Project
sobrado
gilberto freire

beach class

SHOPPING riomar
TRAVER PORTUGAL

torres gÊmeas
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Current
Project
dona Sylvia

JCPM
TRAVER PORTUGAL

engenho poeta
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Current
Project
queiroz galvão

senac

shopping recife

empresarial cícero dias
TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Our
Portfolio

TRAVER PORTUGAL
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GSK

L’óreal

parque expo

hotel inspira

torre
são rafael

Hospital da luz
TRAVER PORTUGAL

ZENITH
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Current
Project
Visconde de valmor

Terraços da POnte
hospital da luz

VISCONDE DE VALMOR
TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Current
Project
parque expo

CACém

saldanha

malvarosa
TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Current
Project
PALÁCIO DA QUINTA
DA ARRIAGA

optimus

TRAVER PORTUGAL

Terraços da ponte

sete rios
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Current
Project

sete rios

Expo
TRAVER PORTUGAL

EDP

hotel sana
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Global Business

+11

Countries
TRAVER PORTUGAL

+12

Branches

+35

Workers
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Become a Client

The TRAVER here to stay and as this purpose has, from the start, gather large companies in its portfolio of works. Companies
like Optimus, Zon, Secil, Queiroz Galvão, Moura Dubeux, Gabriel Bacelar, Ave Valley, among many others are clients that enrich
and exalt our history. Only one company, which brings tied her a success story can as consistent and continuous growth in such
a short space of time.
On our website you can follow the works, we are running and may know those that have been completed. A satisfied customer
returns and brings with it an enormous number of references. That’s what we have for you, a way of working clear and serious
that will leave you quite satisfied.
If you need to carry out works in his building, shop or industry, request a visit from one of our sales representatives. Soon see
that you are dealing with a serious and competent company.
We are looking forward to your query !!!
TRAVER PORTUGAL
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Project Supported by::

GET IN TOUCH
TRAVER LDA
SEDE - Rua Escadinhas da Senhora do Pranto, 1.
2140-901 - Chamusca.
FILIAL - Rua Doro, Lote 5.
2685-012 - Sacavém
Telem. +351 917 270 398 / 910 916 171 / 910 421 716
email: info@traver.pt

Tel. / Fax. +351 215 901 464

site: www.traver.pt

